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PREFACE 

Banking, as it exists today, is a profitable and 

active enterprise. A bank is a department store of 

finance. Banking serves the wealthy and the poor; the 

executive and the laborer. A bank is the stage for 

buying and selling, investing and borrowing, and deposit 

and withdrawal • . The present day concept is that this 

stage should be placed in the center of a financial 

theater. This theater would be an area that merits and 

requires the bank's presence. The bank's goal is to attract 

and encourage new customers and satisfy established cus

tomers while operating at a proftt. The bank progresses 

by cordially and efficient·ly providing the banking services 

that are needed in its trade area. 

The challenge is to create a friendly and attractive 

atmosphere that is convenient to the customer. The plan 

must be functional so that the duties of the customer and 

the employees may be performed easily and efficiently. 

This thesis is dedicated to the development of a design 

solution for such a bank. 
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CHAPTER I 

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 

Definition 

A bank . is defined as "any domestic moneyed corp-

oration, other than a trust company, authorized to dis

count and negotiate promissory notes, drafts, bills of 

exchange and other evidences of debt; to receive deposits 

of money and commercial paper; to lend money on real or 

personal security; and to buy and sell gold and silver 
1 

bullion, foreign coins or bills of exchange." 

History 

The term "bank" some say came from "bane 11 where 

the early money changers kept their coins and plied 

their trade. Others say it is derived from "banck", 

the German name for a joint stock fund. "Banck 11 was 

converted by the Italians into "banco" meaning a heap 

or accumulation of money or stock. The ancient name for 

a bank was 11 fiscum 11
, a purse for money. The term banco 

is ;!id by others to relate only to the justices' bench. 

In the 12th century in England, the justices' bench was 

used to receive common causes or pleas when they began 

to remove these ttcommon pleas" from the King's Bench to 

---------------------------------------------------------
1 

G. G. Munn, Enc clo edia of Bankin and Finance, (Cam
bridge, 1949 , p. 3 • his statement was taken from 
the New York State banking law. 
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1 
local courts. Primarily a bank, or fisc, means a place 

of deposit for money which is open to the public. 

Banks can be traced back to Egypt, Babylon, Rome, 

Greece, and to every civilization which issued money that 

could be counted and whose government was sufficiently 

powerful to protect their funds from pillage and just 

enough to permit useful and lawful functions. Traces of 

credit by compensation and by transfer orders are found 

in Assyria, Phoenicia, and Egypt before the system attained 

full development in Greece and Rome. Clay tablets show 

that loans of silver at interest were made and loans se-

cured by mortgage on land. 

The earliest banks in Greece were the national tern-

ples of Delphi and Delos, whose activities datB back to 

the earliest use of coined money. These banks received 

money on deposit and loaned money at rates of interest 

varying from 10% to 30% per annum. Following these temple 

banks were private banks, the first one being in Babylon 
2 

about 600 B.C .• 

There is mention of banks and bankers in Rome in 

354 B.C., during the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius, who 

----------------------~-----------------------------------
1 

"Origin and Development of Banking," Encyclopedia 
Americana, (1943 ed.), p. 152. 

2 
Ibid., p. 152. 
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1 
paid interest on deposits. Private banks at this time are 

said to have records of deposit and withdrawal, payment 

of interest, checks, orders for payment, and bankers' books 

of accounting kept by double entry. There was a state 
2 

bank at Ilion in 300 B.C.. In 260 B.C. there are records 

of a banker at Alexandria who paid interest on deposits 

which were withdrawable at the pleasure of the depositor. 

In Athens and Rome the banking business was under 

official regulation, and it became a very large and power

ful organization. The operations of the bank became 

money changing, receiving of deposits, lending at interest, 

and dealing in bills of exchange. During the time when the 

emperor was the sole banker of the empire, the public 

treasury, called AErarium, was very similar to a national 

bank. After the fall of the Roman empir~ all mention of 

banks ceases for a long period. 

A species of poverty banks or lending houses, first 

established in Italy about 4oo A.D., appear to be the only 

means of procuring loans for a period of two or three cen-
3 

turies during the Dark Ages. The Christians, at this time, 

believed that it was unjust to take interest for money. 

--------------------------------------------------------~---
1 

"Origin and Development of Banking," op. cit., p. 1.52. 
2 
Ibid., p. 1.52. 
3-
Ibid., p. 1.52. 



The Jews, centered at Constantinople, braved the pen

alties and e~tablished the poverty banks to provide 

loans for the poor. 

These poverty banks were taken over by fraternities 

of monks in the 8th century and confirmed by the Pope as 

montes pietatis. After the fall of Constantinople in 

1204~ the monks were followed by Lombard goldsmiths and 

money changers. These "Lombardsu were very popular and 

influential in 1311. In 1313 there was a "Lombard" bank 
1 

in Delft. The bank of Geneva, 1345, and of Florence, 

1350, were an evolution from the Lombard goldsmiths, who, 

as we have mentioned, were e~olved from montes pietatis, 
2 

who were in turn evolved from the poverty banks of the Jews. 

In 1225 Christian gold coins began to be struck for 
J 

the first time in 4oo years in Europe. This had much to 

do with the progress of banks for it provided a more port

able and reliable money. The Bank of Barcelona, 1401, was 

the first Christian institution of the same character as the 

modern bank. The operation of the Bank of Barcelona had 

a definite bearing upon the affairs of America. The coins 

struck at this bank were accepted in America. There were 

1 
"Origin and Development of Banking," op. cit., p. 152~ 

2 
Ibid., p. 152. 
3-
!.21.£., p. 153. 
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no .other. pu~lic banks . tn Europe from. 1401. until the 
1 

Bank of Amsterdam in 1607. 

The Bank of Venice, founded in the 12th century, . ,· 

could be considered .the first public bank in Europe, but 
2 

it did not actually receive its cbarter until 1619. 

The government .durtng tn.is time forced loans levied on 

the wealthy. The lenders received no bonds for their 

loan, only bank credit. This "bank credit" system became 

popular and yoluntary to e;timinate the useof coin. 

The modern banker is prima~ily a dealer in credit. 

9riginally t;he banker dealt in money, the exchange of 

one form of coin for another. Fairly early in history; 

bankers began to make loans based on valuables and land. 

The first bank established in the United States was . . 

the Bank of North America in Phila?elphia, which was char-. . 3 
tered by the continental congress in 1781. It was plann-

ed by Robert ~orris, the Superintendent of Finance, to 

give financial support to the revolution. The standards 

for this first bank were established by . Alexander 

Hamilton, the first Secretary of the Treasury. It was · 

------------------------------------------------------------
1 

"Origin and Development of Banking," op. cit., p. 152. 
2 
J. T. Holdsworth, Money and Banking, 6th. ed., (New York, 

1928), p. 198. 
3 

Ibid. , p • 2 01 • 
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a successful and sound establishment. Two other first 

banks in the states were the Bank of Massachusetts, in 

Boston, chartered in 1784, and the Bank of New York, 
1 

chartered in 1791. The first bank of the United States 

met its downfall through unjust political scandals. 

The second bank of the United States, 1816, was 

much the same as the first. Too much speculation, il-

legal loans and bad treatment of the state banks cost 

this bank its character. There were many uncontrolled 

and unsound banks in the United States between 1811 and 

1863. These "Wild Cat Banks" in many cases organized 

solely for the purpose of issuing paper money, rather than 

carrying on a deposit and loan business. This destroyed 

the public faith in sound banking. 

The Federal Reserve System, an unique central bank

ing system of the United States, was approved December 
2 

23, 1913 and put into use in November of 1914. The 

Federal Reserve Act, in addition to superimposing a new 

central banking organization upon this state and national 

systems, greatly liberalized the list of operations per-

mitted to a national bank. Subsequent amendments have 

1 
Holdsworth, op. cit., p. 202. 

2 
"The Federal Reserve System," Encyclopedia Americana, 
(1943 ed.), p. 181. 
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gone still further in that direction because of the compet

itive struggle w:ith the state banks and trust companies. 

The Gonstituti,on of the Republic of Texas was silent 

on the subject of banks. It did contain a provision that 

congress shall have the power to coin and regulate money. 

Gold and silver were made the only lawful tender. Congress 

had in mind the establishment of a banking system, but no 

action was taken _at that time. 

The first bank in the Republic of Texas was .chartered 
1 

at Galveston in 1836 by Samuel May Williams. Williams 

obtained a charter from the congress qf the state of 

Coahuila and Texas at Monclova for the "Banco de Commercio 

y Agrlcultura". Tnis cha:rter was granted by the Mexican 

Govermne.nt. The Commercial and Agricultural Bank did not 

open until 1847, but the charter was recognized by the 

Republic of Texas in 1836. The C.&A. Bank carried on a 

mercantile business because of its failure to raise the 

minimum .$100,000 capital needed to open as a bank. 

The C.&A. Bank was authorized to establish branches in 

any part of the state in 1836. After twelve years of 

operation, the C.&A. Bank was opened oh December 30, 1847 as 

1 
A. L. Carlson~ A Monetary and Banking History of Texas, 
(Dallas, 1930J, p. 1. 
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1 
the first incorporated - bank established in Texas. Since 

that time branch banks have been declared unlawful in the 

state of Texas because of their difficulty to control. 

In 1838 the "Texas Railroad Navigation and Ban~ing 

Company" was chartered with a $.5,000,000 capital, but it 

could not raise the necessary $2.5,000 in specie to de-

posit in the treasury of Texas before it could open; 
. 2 

therefore it never functioned. At this time another 

bank was proposed that incorporated a hotel, bath house, 

and civic rooms with banking privileges. This bank which 

was planned at Velasco, never materialized. 

In 1839 the congress rej~cted the bill that woul.d have 
3 

established a "National Bank of Texas." The elements 

that were considered necessary for a safe bank were land, 

specie, the public faith, arid credit. Texas at this time 

had ample land, but there was no land market, therefore 

with no specie and almost no credit the proposed bank 

could not function~ 

There was only one chartered bank in operation in 

Texas prior to the civil war. This was the era of money 

------------------------------------------------------------
1 
Carlson, op. cit., p. 11. 

2 
Ibid, p. 2-3. 
3-
Ibid,. p. 3. 
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lenders in Texas. In 1858 there were 105 money lenders 
1 

in Dallas county with loans of $61,207. Money was 

loaned on faith, land, and prospective crops. 

Banking is an .institution that is accepted by almost 

everyone today. The amount of money that changes hands 

today in the form of bank drafts is several times the 

amount that is transferred in specie. The process of de-

posit and withdrawal is routine to most people. The use 

of credit is at its highest level at the present time. 

Small loans and large loans, either on faith or security, 

are the daily business of the modern bank. Today banking 

is a competitive and progre ·ssive business, and banks are 

being developed in any area of the state or community 

that warrants their presence. 

------------------------------------------------------------
i 

Carlson, op. cit., p. 7. 



CHAPTER II 

TYPES OF BANKS 

There are several classes and types of banks, and 

each has many functions. A national bank is organized 

u·nder the National Banking Law of 1863. The state banks 

are chartered by and subject to the supervision of the 

state. The private bank is a private concern, usually 

organiz.ed by one man, but under state or federal control. 

The American banking system is the most complex in 

the world. There are three major types of banks included 

in this system. Commercial banks may be national, state, 

federal, or private. They are concerned primarily with 

short-term funds and credit. Investment banks are basically 

savings banks, trust companies, investment houses, in

dustrial banks, and agricultural and home loan banks. 

Investment banks are concerned more with the raising and 

investing of long term funds. Government banking agencies 

include a maze of commercial, investment, financing, and 

miscellaneous institutions. 

Functions 

Commercial banks perform the service of creating a 

major part of our medium of exchange. Approximately 80% 

of the banks in the United States today are the co~~ercial 

type. A major function of the commercial bank is the ac

ceptance of thrift deposits and their investment in bonds. 

,-10-
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and mortgages. Another function of this type bank is the 

financing of the distribution of automobiles and household 

equipment. 

The generally accepted functions of the modern comm-

ercial banks are: 

1. To receive demand deposits, and pay customers' 
checks drawn against them. 

2. To receive time deposits and pay interest thereon. 

3. To discount notes, acceptances and bills of ex
change. 

4. To supply credit by making advances with or with
out security, by issuing l~tters of credit, and by 
accepting bills drawn thereunder. 

5. The transfer of money at home and abroad. 

6. To make collections and facilitate exchanges. 

7. To issue circulating notes. 

B. To issue drafts, cashiers' checks, and money 
orders, and certify checks. 

9. To furnish safe-deposit vaults. 

10. To assume custodianship of securities and other 
valuables. ~ 

11. To act in a fiduciary capacity for individuals and 
corporations. 

12. To invest in Government or other securities and 
act as fiscal agent for the Government or any of 
its civil divisions. 

13. To buy and sell gold bullion under license from the 
'rreasury Department, and foreign coins. 

14. To deal in foreign exchange. 



-CHAPTER III 

REQUIREMENTS OF A BANK 

Primary Considerations 

Location: The Commercial bank must be accessible for 

the daily needs of commercial institutions. The public fre

quents the commercial bank on a daily or weekly basis. 

This type of bank should be located so that it may be 

approached e~sily by automobile and by some type of across 

city transit. It should be on or near an expressway or 

major thoroughfare. The bank should be convenient for 

those people who need its services upon entering or leaving 

the city. 

The site for a commercial bank would be best located 

in a progressive area. The continual growth of the city 

is a prime factor in the location of the establishment. 

The growth of an area reflects its prosperity and progress. 

The general area around the site should be an area worthy 

of growth. It is important that the bank designer consider 

the development of shopping centers, office buildings, 

commercial establishments, and housing adjacent to the bank 

location and in the bank service area. · 

It is definitely true that banking is a competitive 

business, but there should not be more than one bank in a 

certain area. The banker is not primarily concerned with 

the "taking" of customers from other banks. The transfer 

.-12-
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of accounts from one bank to ·another is a common event 

in the business; but this fact is of minor importance 

in the location of a bank. The bank thrives on new and 

expanding business. The progress and development of a 

given trade area is the food of the banker. 

Site: The site should be large enough to contain 

the building complex and parking facilities and still 

retain ample space for expansion and landscaping. It 

would be beneficial to the design if the lot sloped 

down from front to back so that the off-ices and civic 

rooms could be more secluded from the heavy traffic. 

Climate: The climate can not be considered in the 

area location of a bank, only in the design. Banks are 

required in all types of climate; therefore the climate is 

considered at the specific location. The use of a drive

in-teller compensates, in part, for bad weather. 

Organization 

Bank organization is the scheme or plan by which the 

various divisions, departments, sections, operating units, 

and individual jobs of a bank ar~ co-ordinated and sub~ 

ordinated, authority defined, function · described, and 

responsibilities located for each officer and employee, 

to the end that the banking business may be properly 

controlled, and made to operate smoothly. The modern 

TEXAS TECH UPF!AAY 



metropolit~~ bank performs numerous types of service, 
.• ,~f-~~ 

quite diver-~ e in their nature which call for expert 
:. ~.:; 

supervisiod! 
.::>·· 

-- -~~ The bB;l?-k is owned by its stockholders. · The 
:ti;. 

stockholde~ are often too numerous and too- wtdel:r; 
--~~; 

separated t;q manage the bank's aff':airs ... . Control 6f the 
.. 

policies an~ manage~ent of the bank are therefore ~ 
1*~ ;. 

vested in U.Jie board of directors·, .which is · elec.ted by 
-~~ '' 

the stockhq~ders annually. This :body is directly :re-
~--~ ... 

sponsible ~~ the stockhold~rs f9~: ~he successful and 
; ~ . ... ( 

legal manag~ment of the bank. :Th.e ' actual :operati?n of 
J1: . . 

the bank, hQweyer, falls upon the officers, who are 
: , ;"i ·. . .. 

appointed -q) t :he ~ dir~ctbrs • . 
;·_~..if-

The of~icers usu·ally consist . of a pr~sident, one 
• ·f! - • . . , . 

or more vich--president;s, a c~shi~~, whose . dut·ies a.:re w· . . . . 

similar to ·~phose of a general manager, and a numbe·r of 

assistant c§shiers. 

There ~re two classes or groups of divisions of a 
. I .. , 

bank: those serving the public, a,nd those facilit:ating 

or co-ordi:q!ting divisions. Amoung the divisions of the 
~:.;;· . 

--~· first clas~t·are: Deposit Divisi_on, Securities Division, 

Credit-Loan/\.Division, Trust Division and Foreign Division;~# 

The divisi~~s of the second class are: Business Extenslo~ .. ~ 
-~ ; .; 
~;:.: ·:· 

Division, Publicity Division, General Co-ordinating Div-

ision, and auditing Division. 
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Space Arrangement 

Service: There are several types of services required 

by a bank. Armored car service is furnished to and from 

the bank when it is needed. There is delivery and repair 

service for office supplies and machines which must be 

considered. Trash is incinerated by the bank, but the 

garbage from lunch rooms and the kitchen must be re-

moved by truck. 

Landscape: The landscaping should be used as relief 

from the usual formality of the city. Planting should 

provide scenes and shade where they are desirable. 

Parking: The parking of vehicles should be carried 

out on the site. The general business of the bank is 

carried out on a customer walk-in or drive-in basis for 

a six day week. The whole of the bank's business except 

for a few exceptions is carried on within the bank 

structure. There is a full staff of employees each workday 

at the bank. 

Parking is a major consideration in the planning 

of a bank. The banking process has been refined and 

mechanized to the point that the majority of the walk-in 

customers spend from 15 to 30 minutes carrying out their 

business. Parking should be available and convenient 

for this large turnover in customers. The motor-bank 

or drive-in bank was developed to make the banking 
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process more convenient and casual. 

Lobby: There are several basic areas to consider in 

the typical commercial bank. The main lobby of the bank 

houses the majority of the customer activity. The princ

ipal entrance opens directly into this space. The circu

lation around and through this area is very important. 

Writing tables and desks are placed in this area for the 

convenience of the customer. This lobby should be arranged 

so that it is never congested or crowded. The air of 

freedom and efficiency should be established. This major 

public area is the space that is used and seen more by 

the customer than any other; therefore the impression 

one has of the attitude of the bank is created largely 

by the lobby design. 

Tellers: The average customer has more 6ontact with 

the bank teller than, perhaps, with any other employee. 

The teller cages should be adjacent to the main lobby 

and open to the customer activity. Security precautions 

are necessary here, as with any money handling. There 

are various activities for tellers, but primarily they 

deal in the actual exchange of moneys.. They accept 

deposits and cash drafts. The teller area is generally 

the center of the banking activity, and should be arranged 

for efficient and fast customer service. 
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Loan Department: Another area that bank customers 

frequent is the small loan, credit, and counseling de

partments. This service is usually performed by some of 

the bank officials. This facet of banking is presented 

on a semi-formal basis. The officers are stationed adjacent 

to the main lobby in open offices, with closed offices 

available for customer privacy. There is a greater 

freedom and more customer contact when the officers are 

readily available and encourage counseling and conversa

tion. Incorporated in this area should be a waiting 

lounge. 

Bookkeeping: One of the bank's segments that is not 

concerned with customer contact is the bookkeeping depart

ment. More employees of the bank are involved with book

keeping than any other function. There are approximately 

sixty important bookkeeping records to be kept along with 

the usual correspondence. Monthly statements are pre

pared for each customer as well as general statements 

for stockholders. Circulation is important in this area 

because of the machines and books that are used by several 

persons. There is also that conversation and movement, 

when necessary, between the cashiers, tellers, and statement 

tellers. Customers may request a partial up-to-date state

ment at any time during the month. Therefore the state

ment teller must travel from the customer to the book-
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keeper and back. 

In or adjacent to the bookkeeping office should be a 

safe fireproof storage facility for the ledgers and books 

that are not kept in the vault. 

The mechanical age of which we are now a part fo~ces 

us to consider the heat and noise produced by the machines 

and th~ space they must occupy. There are approximately 

4o office machines in common use in a modern bank. All 

of the machines require at least one operator, although one 

person might operate more than one machine. These machines 

are located in all of the various departments of the bank. 

Vault: The vault is a central and important element 

in a bank. There are many types of vaults on the market. 

All of them vary in quality and function. There may be 

two or more vaults in the bank or one vault which has sub

divisions. The main vault contains the funds necessary 

to operate the bank. Documents and business papers are 

also kept in the vault. The vault is entered frequently 

during the course of a day. Bank employees make random 

visits to the vault, and it is open for any customer's 

guided inspection. There are continual operations that are 

carried on inside the vault by the staff. 

Safe-Deposit: In the main vault or in a separate 

portion of it, there is a safe-deposit box storage area. 

The safe-deposit operation is a customer service. The 
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customer rents a box and stores any valuables he wishes 

in it. He may visit the box at his discretion and check 

or adjust its contents. This process is accomplished with 

the use of two keys, one held by the customer, and the other 

by a bank official. Both keys are required to remove the 

box from its position in the vault. Upon receiving his 

safe-deposit box, the customer is free to inspect it; 

therefore a private area should be provided for this 

purpose. 

Drive-In: The drive-in teller was developed for 

the convenien·ce of the customer. It should be of easy 

access for those who wish to patronize this service. 

The telier cage may either be a part of the bank proper, 

or detached and put in a strategic location. Under Texas 

state law, the drive-in unit must be attached by way of 

an enclosed passage directly to the bank building. 

The security of this teller unit is an important 

design consideration. There are many security devices 

on the market for this purpose. Fracture proof glass, 

self sealing deposit drawers, and inter-com for conversing 

with the customer and the bank are all . to be considered. 

The drive-in teller must have at hand all funds and in

struments that are necessary to maintain business during 

his shift. 
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Examples 

The American Trust Company building was built in _the 

heart of downtown San Francisco. The architects were 

Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill. This structure is a good 

example of the modern practice of bringing banking 

facilities to the people. Its plan indicates an efficient 

design for the customer. The vault, safe-deposit depart-

ment, conference room, and lunch room are on the lower 
1 

floor of this ),800-sq. ft~ free-standing building. 

The Mount Clemens Federal Savings and Loan Assn. 

building was designed by Meathe, Kessler, and Associates. 

These arch~tects were _commissioned to produce a design that 

would "express forward thinking, dynamic responsibility, and 

confidence that the town was marching on." Many banking 

firms are spending vast amounts of time and money on 

producing new banks and branch banks ubecause banks are 
, , -

chasing after customers, many of whom are in new suburbs." 

This Michigan bank contained 13,460 sq. ft. and the con

struction cost was $350,000. Bank Buildings can no longer 

----------------------------~-------------------------------
1 
This inforn~~ ion and the illustratioris included were taken 
from nArchitectural Record," January, ·1961. 
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be recognized as a bankbecause the new buildings simply 

have no. single simple acceptable attitude toward money .·.. 1 

to express." 

. . The Bishop National Bank, Kapiolani Branch, located . - ... :· ' ~ · -- .·. : . 

in H?.nq;Lu;tu_, wa~ d~signed with the idea that 11 parking 

needs and machine accounting determine be.nk design.". The 

architects were Wimberly and Cook; Gerald Allison and . . 2 

Gregory Ting, Associates. 

The Pasadena branch of the First City Bank of Rose

mead, California is a single two-story room with mezzanines. . . 3 
The architects were Lo4d and . Kelsey • . 

. _-. i 

The McAlle~ St~te ~ank ; i~ McAllen Texas is a one 

level struc4ure that was desig~~d by . Cowell and Neuhaus, 

Architects. 

1 

2 

3 

This information and the illustration included were taken 
from "Architectural Forum," Octobe~, 1961. 

This information and the illustration included were taken 
from "Architectural Records," March, 1961. 

This -information and the illustration included were taken 
from 

L~ 
This 
from 

"Architectural Forum," October, 1961. 

information and the illustration included were taken 
"Architectural Forurn,tt October, 1961. 



Discussion 

.CHAPTER IV 

.PROPOSED BANK 

The atmosphere of a modern bank is certainly a 

cordial one • . ·. ~t ls•'' necessary to parallel this friendly 

and efficient'' B.H•·: with the design of the bank complex. 

Banking h~.s ~ ?e~n · brought down to the level of the customer. 
. . 

The depositor : or _. pi.aosp·ective customer is made to feel 

free : to talk ' withany official or employee. A portion 

of the process of' serving the customer, the public, and the 

community is found : in ' the civic · rooms of the modern bank. 

Many types· ana ·· sizes of meeting rooms are furnished by 

the bank, free forpuh1ic use. 

The •sp~et b~ cu~tome~ service is a valuable factor 

in public· relations, '' Banks~ as all progressive businesses, 

are making grand attempts to satisfy the public. This 

school of thought entertains the theory that persons 

should be allowed to utilize free and helpful services 

provided by the business with no obligation. The public ac

quires the habit of visiting the bank complex without the 

motive of banking. The prospective customer forms an 

opinion of the complex which he uses. The satisfied public may 

ultimately become a banking customer. This practice of public 

relations creates a .good public image whether it gains 

eventual customers or not. 
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-Statement of Problem 

Propos.ed Bank for Dallas 

Location: .. The, ba·nk ·is\ t .·o be .. loc-at·e.d near the intersect ion 
of Central Expressway and Northwest Highway in Dallas, 
Texas. · The . . sit :e : I_s ·in open land, and there are no existing 
buildings adjacent to it. 

Size: The bank will handle 20,000 accounts with a cal
culated expansion to 30,000 accounts. Its assets will 
be in excess 6f $24~ooo,ooo. 

Parking for a minimum of 80 cars. 

Organization: The bank shall include the following elements: 

I. Main lobby or banking area. 

II. Tellers 

A. 12 Tellers 
... - · ·.·. 

B. 4 Drive-in Tellers 

III. Small loan and credit. 

A. 6 Counseling areas 

B. 2 Receptionists 

C. 4 Offices 

IV. Bookkeeping 

A. 14 Employees general offices 

B. 2 Supervisors · 

V. Vault 

A. Major vault 

B. Safety deposit vault 

c. Night depository 
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'VI. Offices 

·A. Presidents 

B. Executive Vice-Presidents 

C. Cashiers 

VII. Other Areas 

A. Waiting rooms 

B. Employees lounge 

c. Employees toilets 

D. Customer toilets 

VIII. Civic Areas 

A. Meeting rooms 

1. One small 

2. One large 

B. Banquet room 

1. Small kitchen 

C. Toilet facilities 



·CHAPTER V 

SOLUTION 

The site at Northwest Highway and Central Express

way is in a progressive and growing portion of Dallas. 

There is plenty of space in this area for the city's 

expansion. There are also major traffic arteries linking 

this site with downtown Dallas, as well as several set

elite cities. 

The plot is in view from each apnroach. There is 

traffic access to and from any direction off of the site. 

The plot slopes evenly from front to back. This slope 

facilitates the location of the motor bank division, under 

the main floor, and the bookkeeping department. This 

slope also makes it possible to have a gardert terrace 

outside the lower level. 

The main banking floor is arranged so that all 

customer service departments may be visually located upon 

entrance to the bank. The banking lobby is a spacious, 

dramatic, and open area which offers free movement to 

any of the banking deuartments. A quiet pool is located 

in the center of the lobby. 

The tellers are located at the edge of the lobby as 

well as adjacent to the bookkeeping department. The 

safe-deposit vault and conference spaces are just off the 

-26-
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main lobby at a slightly lower level. The credit and 

loan department is adjacent to the lobby at no change 

of level. The officers are in semi-private offices and 

are in view of the lobby. 

There is a three-quarter mezzanine above and open on 

to the lobby. The trust department and the security de

partment are located on this level. The office and con

ference room for the board of directors is also on the 

mezzanine. 

The bookkeeping and proof and transit departments 

are on the level of the main lobby and directly above the 

auto-tellers. 

The employees lounge is located on the lower level. 

This area is also used for a civic banquet space. The 

mechanical room and storage space are also located at 

this level. There is a drive into the lower level of the 

bank to facilitate the snfe unloading of the armored cars. 

There are two large meeting rooms provided for free 

civic use. 

The organization of the total bank complex is arranged 

for the maximum of efficiency of the banking operations 

and customer convenience. 
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PONCLUSION 

In the modern banking system of today, there are 

several conditions that must be satisfied before the 

bank can function properly. Efficiency is a necessity, 

both in the bank's operation, and in the customers bank

ing process. 

The bank's facilities must be convenient to its 

customers. The related departments of the bank must be 

easily accessible to each other; and convenient to the 

employee's use. 

There must be a cheerful friendly atmosphere within 

the bank. This is accomplished by the attitude of the 

employees and the design considerations. 

The bank must also be dynamic and progressive. A 

c"ustomer expects progress in a banking firm. This is the 

symbol of good business. 

I feel that the design of this bank proposed for 

Dallas lends itself completely to all of these requirements. 
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